
ON MONOTHETIC SEMIGROUPS1

R. J. KOCH

By semigroup we shall mean a Hausdorff space together with a

continuous associative multiplication. The study of monothetic semi-

groups has been initiated independently by several authors; most of

the known results involve some form of compactness. We repeat here

some of these known results for the sake of completeness. Among the

results we establish is the fact that a compact monothetic semigroup

with two distinct generators is a group. Some results are given on

translates of compact sets in semigroups. Finally we establish analogs

for semigroups of Weil's theorem on monothetic groups.

We use S throughout to denote a semigroup, and follow the ter-

minology of Clifford [l]. In particular a unit is a two-sided identity

element and K is the kernel ( = minimal ideal) of S (if it is not empty).

For aCS we let T(a) denote the closure of the set of positive powers

of a. We say 5 is monothetic if for some aCS, T(a) =S. In such a case

we say that a is a generator of S. Note that if S is monothetic then it

is commutative. In the group case it is customary to use both positive

and negative powers to define monotheticity [5]. It can be seen that

the two notions agree in a compact group. To eliminate confusion we

may for emphasis write monothetic ( + ) or monothetic (±). For the

terminology of nets we follow Kelley [6]. Compactness is used in

the sense of bicompactness.

It is a pleasure to record our obligations to Professor A. D. Wallace.

The following basic result on monothetic semigroups is due to

Numakura [2], Peck [10], and the author independently; there is

also a generalization due to Wallace [12].

Theorem 1. Let S be compact and monothetic with generator a. Then

the cluster points of the net (sequence) {an} form a group K(a), and

K(a) is the minimal ideal of S.

We omit the proof. Theorem 1 yields immediately the fact that a

compact semigroup contains an idempotent.

Corollary 1. A monothetic semigroup with unit is either a finite

group or is dense in itself.

Proof. Let a be a generator of 5 and denote the unit by 1. In case
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there are integers p and q with ap = aq we conclude from the theorem

that S is a finite group. In the other case if some element xES is an

isolated point then x = ap for some integer p. Since {a"} clusters at 1,

|ap+nJ ciusters at a" = x and the result follows.

Corollary 2. Let S be compact and monothetic with generator a. If a

is not an isolated point, then S is a (topological) group.

Proof. If a is not an isolated point, then {an} clusters at a, hence

by the theorem 5 is a group. The fact that a compact group is topo-

logical is contained in [3; ll].

Corollary 3. Let S be compact and monothetic with two distinct

generators; then Sis a (topological) group.

Proof. Let a and b be distinct generators of S, and denote by A and

B the sets of positive powers of a and of b respectively. The proof is

divided into two cases, according as bEA or bEA. Suppose bEA; if

aEB then there are positive integers m and n greater than 1 with

b = an and a = bm. Hence a = amn where mn>l, and it follows from the

theorem that 5 is a topological group. If aEB then a is not an iso-

lated point, and the result follows from Corollary 2. Now suppose

bE^; as in the preceding argument we again conclude that 5 is a

group.

The foregoing ideas find application in a pair of dual theorems

which express a kind of continuity for translates of compact sets in

a semigroup. We say that 5 acts on a space X if there is a continuous

function /: SXX—>X (notation f(s, x)=s(x)) satisfying (ss')(x)

= s(s'(x)) for 5, s'ES, xEX. We assume X is a 7\-space.

Theorem 2. Let S act on X, let A be a compact subset of X, and let

{pa} be a net in S such that P> a implies Pe(A)EP"(A). Then C\a pa(A)

— p(A) for any cluster point p of the net {pa} ■

Proof. Choose xEp(A); then for some aEA, x=p(a). Suppose

p(a)E^cpa(A); then for some j3, p(a)Epe(A). Now p&(A) is com-

pact so there is an open set 0 about p such that 0(a)C\p&(A) =0.

Hence there is y such that y>p and pyEO- Also py(A)EPp(A) so

that 0(a)C\py(A) =0. Therefore py(a) Epy(A), a contradiction. Now

choose xGf")a pa(A) and suppose xEp(A). Using the compactness of

A we produce an open F about p with xE V(A). For some P, ppEV;

hence xEP»(A), a contradiction.

Corollary 1. Let S be compact, aES. Then D„ San = Se where

ei = eET(a).
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The proof is immediate. The corollary is implicit in Numakura [8].

The following theorem is dual to Theorem 2.

Theorem 3. Let S act on X, let A be a compact subset of X, and let

{pa} be a net in S such that fi>a implies pp(A)~^)pa(A). Then

[U„ pa(A) ]* =p(A) for any cluster point p of the net {pa}.

Proof. Let xC [Ua pa(A)]* and suppose xCP(A). Then there are

open sets 0 about x and V about p such that 0(~\V(A) = 0. Now

Or\p{>(A)9£0 for some fi, and there is y >fi such that pyC V. Hence

0?*Or\pp-(A)COr\pi(A)COr\V(A), a contradiction. Now let p(a)
Cp(A) and suppose p(a)C [Ua pa(A)]*. Then there is an open V

containing p such that V(a)f~\\Ja pa(A) = 0. Hence there is fi such

that pp-C V, and pp(a)C V(a)CX\pp(A), a contradiction.

The following corollary, which has been referred to as Wallace's

swelling lemma, was proved in [12] using Theorem 2. We give a

shorter proof based on Theorem 3.

Corollary 1. Let A be a compact subset of X, let PCS with T(p)

compact and p(A)Z)A ; then p(A)=A.

Proof. Since p(A)Z>A, pn(A)3 ■ • • ~Dp(A)Z)A for each posi-

tive integer n. Hence e(A)Z)p(A)Z)A where e2 = eC^(p); therefore

e(A)=A,p(A)=A.
There is a two-sided consequence of Corollary 1 given in [12],

namely: if A is a compact subset of 5, and if p, qCS with T(p) and

T(q) compact, then pAqZ)A implies pAq=A.

The following corollary extends a result of the author [7],

Corollary 2. Let S be compact, aCS, and aCSaS; then Sa is

maximal among {Sb j b C SaS}.

Proof. Suppose bCSaS and SaC^b; then b = xay ior suitable

x, yCS. Hence SaCSb = SxayC^ay, so by Corollary 1, Sa — Say and

Sa = Sb.
We remark that under the same hypotheses it can also be shown

that aSa is maximal among {&.Sc|&, cG-SaS}. The proof makes use

of the remarks following Corollary 1.

The next two theorems are the analogs for semigroups of Gott-

schalk's extensions [4] of Weil's theorem [13] on monothetic groups.

The proofs can be based on Gottschalk's results, but we prefer to

give them in the language of semigroups.

Lemma 1. Let S be locally compact with a compact kernel K; then there

are arbitrarily small open sets containing K which are ideals in their
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closures (i.e., for any open V containing K, there is an open set J with

KEJE V and 77U77C7).

Proof. Let F be an open set containing K and having compact

closure. Note that KV = KE F, so we may find an open set W with

T^C WE F and WVE F (this is conveniently done by using a lemma

of Wallace [ll]). Since WEV, we have W2EV, PF3C F, • • • ,
U„ WnE F. Denote [U„ Wn]* by P, and observe thatP is a compact

semigroup. We let 7 denote the largest ideal of P contained in W; we

claim 7 is open. Let xG7; then x\J(Px)yj(xP)\J(PxP)EJEW.

Since P is compact and W is open, we may find an open set N about

x such that NVJPNVJNPKJPNPEW. But this latter set is an ideal
of P, hence is contained in 7. Hence xENEJ, and the claim is estab-

lished. Since 7 is an ideal of P, it is certainly an ideal in 7, completing

the proof.

The preceding lemma extends a result of Numakura [9],

Theorem 4. Let S be locally compact and monothetic, and suppose S

has a kernel K; then S is compact.

Proof. Since S is commutative it follows that K is the unique

minimal left and the unique minimal right ideal, hence is a group.

Now K = Se where e is the unit of K, so K is a retract of S, hence

closed and locally compact. Also K is monothetic ( + ) with generator

ae where a is a generator of S, hence K is monothetic (+). Since K is

locally compact and separable it follows that inversion is continuous

(this fact is implicit in [2] and was observed by Neal J. Rothman

in his Tulane Master's thesis, unpublished). By Weil's lemma K is

either compact or a copy of the group of integers. But the group of

integers is not monothetic ( + ), hence K is compact. By Lemma 1 we

may find an open semigroup with compact closure J containing K.

Some power ak of the generator lies in 7, hence r(a*)C7 and T(ak)

is compact. Now let M = {am}!^,\; then S = T(a) = M\JM-T(ak),

hence 5 is compact.

Lemma 2. Let S be locally compact with unit 1, and suppose the

component C containing 1 is compact. Then any open set about C con-

tains an open and compact semigroup about C.

Proof. Let Fbe an open set containing C; we may find IF open and

compact with CEWEV. Now let P= {^JFCJF} and note that P
is a semigroup containing 1, PEW, a°d since W is both open and

compact, so is P. Since C is connected, CEP.

Lemma 2 and its proof are due to A. D. Wallace.
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Theorem 5. Let S be locally compact and monothetic with unit 1,

and suppose the component C containing 1 is compact; then S is a com-

pact group.

Proof. Let P be a compact open semigroup containing C. Since

P is open, there is some power a* of the generator inside P. Since P is

compact so is T(ak) and it follows that S( = T(a)) is a compact group.

If 5 is locally compact, monothetic, and has a unit, it is unknown

whether 5 must be compact. Under these hypotheses the conclusion is

equivalent to: S is a group. Another way of phrasing the question is

this: if 5 satisfies the above hypotheses, does there exist in 5 an open

semigroup with compact closure?
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